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Abstract 
Change, becoming and “the flow of time” are fundamental human experiences. And they 
are also basic in our first encounter with the physical reality, and are expressed in 
Newtonian mechanics, which state that time is absolute and same for all, and in GT as t=t’. 
But in Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity experimentally verified kinematical effects 
show that space and time are relative. These effects can be given a physical explanation in 
Minkowski’s four-dimensional spacetime. [2] 
But as no objective physical becoming is possible in Minkowski’s 4D spacetime, because all 
events of spacetime exist equally, this seems to be an “… apparently insurmountable 
contradiction between the physical theory of relativity (and the experiments that support it) 
and our everyday experience.” [1 p.110-111] [2, 16]  
There is no consensus among philosophers about the nature of time. (see e.g. [3, 17]) 
Recently Stefanov in Space and Time: Philosophical problems [4, p. 29] comments that 
“The controversy between the A- and B-theorists of time has still not come to an end.” 

  But Stefanov also presents an elaborated-BA theory, based on Baker’s BA-theory [5] and 
claims ”Thus, the relativistic picture of the world is reconciled with our clear experience of 
time flow”. [4 p. 121] as  
“The elaborated BA-theory of time elucidates the connection between time and 
consciousness by taking seriously Weyl’s idea about consciousness to be crawling upward 
along the world-lines (or better say along the world-tubes) of our bodies.” [4 p. 121] 
Still my concern is that even if this elaborated BA-theory is correct and is accepted the 
question is if it is the only possible theory explaining all we know about time. For the 
temporal asymmetry and the assertion “But the only possible answer is that a continuous 
series of consecutive regions of three-dimensional subspaces is given to our consciousness” 
[4 p. 70] does not by itself give an answer to the dimensionality of the world. 

And still there is no consensus about the nature of time even among physicists: 
Presentism: all that is real exist in the now, “in a moment of time”; 

past and future do not exist; time flows. [6] 
Growing block universe: past and present exist, but future does not exist it is just a 
potentiality, future is open and possible to influence; time flows. [7, 19] 
Block universe, four-dimensional spacetime, eternalism: past, present and  
                future exist equally, no physical objective time flow [2, 8, 9, 16] 
Neither presentism nor eternalism: becoming and present real locally.[10]  
 
The lack of consensus about the nature of time is strange and seems to me to indicate 
that there are some fundamental aspects of reality which are neglected. I will discuss 
two such neglects that seemingly are related to this dilemma of time: velocities higher 
than that of light and consciousness not created by brains. Reichenbach [22 p.129] 
admitted that arbitrary high velocities would give absolute simultaneity [23], (at least in 
one IS). But he rejected that possibility, referring to Einstein. But Einstein only proved 
that matter cannot be accelerated to the velocity of light, so it has been speculated to 
exist particles superluminal from start. These have never been found and have also been 
questioned as leading to paradoxes (like grandfathers’ paradox), but which are arguably 
solved (at least in microphysics) [11]. Superluminal causal processes do make the order 
of cause and effect relative, which Einstein already 1907 pointed out. But he didn’t see it 
as a logical problem but that it conflicts with all our experience so sufficiently proved  
impossible. [12 English p. 248] However we now arguably have such phenomena in 
experimentally verified entanglement.[13] But can this be used for synchronization? 
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Another approach to superluminality is that Einstein’s postulates are not only 
compatible with but also suggest superluminal LT in two, four and six dimensions (three 
space and three timelike) [14].The possibility of extra timelike dimensions seems to me  
to  have a possible relation to the problem of 4D spacetime vs. becoming. A possibility, 
which have been suggested are moving spotlight theories [4 pp.56- ] and with versions 
with a second time dimension, supertime or metatime. Even if this is strongly criticized 
by Stefanov [4 p. 58] and by Dainton as leading to “… a regress that is as absurd as it is 
infinite:” [15 p.23] I will argue that an extra time dimension need not to be absurd, when 
it is realized that becoming and the flow of time is related to consciousness. [Weyl and 
Petkov in 16 and 2, 4] Almost all philosophers, neuroscientists [18] and even physicists 
[16,18, 20] assume that the brain “produces”, “creates” or “emerges” consciousness. 
This is not proven as we only have correlates. Instead of hoping that the brain shall 
explain consciousness and the flow of time I think consciousness is better explained by 
multidimensional spacetime. And perhaps a six-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime 
construed as a 5D block universe, i.e. a 2D “possibility surface” of many possible 3D 
worlds with a 1D absolute time [21] is a way to understand becoming in spacetime as 
well as a better understanding of consciousness. 
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or 2 which is more absurd infinite regress or no room for becoming???? 
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